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Note: it is always harder to see the truth through layers of principles and conditions.


The initial question at hand is, simply, as follows: is an image an illusion? Naively, (yet also 
logically as of the distinction between continuous and discrete data) image making can 
be discerned into two categories of Painterly and Photographic images. The ancestry of 
Painterly Images can be broadly organised between images intended to represent reality, 
and those intent on imitating it. The void between Painted and Photographic images is 
then transversed through the invention, and consequent artistic adaptation of optics and 
visuals composed from discrete data - evolving into illusional painterly practices. The 
threads are complexly entwined. The composite debate concerning truth vs. illusion 
within painterly images - both of historic and contemporary nature - transpires as matter 
of subjectivity against intent.


Illusionism, by definition, is achieved by rendering visuals recognisable to the real; an 
image capable of presenting paradoxical depth. What does this suggest for images 
existing within means of self-being and/or abstraction? Well, they naturally remain 
somewhat unrestrained by visual tethers; however, images explicitly of an unreal nature 
still behold potential to become illusional. Subjective to what one finds convincing, self-
being images can still absorb a witness into depths of external unreality. Returning to 
images of representational nature, the creator may have intent to allude reality upon the 
surface, however, the execution finalises its success; with the unique viewer prevailing as 
judge.


The branch of paintings lineage that is engaged with optical aids is entwined with 
imitation - the lens being the direct translator between reality and intended duplicate. If 
we understand an images’ ability to allude is based on the convincing corporeality and 
aesthetic likeness to the known, are photographic images forever tethered to illusionism?

Well, is a photograph an illusion? Personally, and instinctively, one would suggest not. 
Technically, photographic images are a mechanically captured trace; their life-likeness 
being the result of a chemical or digital reaction, not a trick. Their (assumed) identifiable 
characteristic of visual accuracy of the referent is achieved through the mediums’ direct 
relationship to environmental light. Accuracy is relative in images - would a photographic 
image of Nothing appear visually alike? Identical even? Does a more complex referent 
create a greater opportunity for variance or inaccuracy? To some, a visually empty picture 
plane would describe Nothing better than a poorly exposed landscape describes an 
environment. By law of discrete data, every image plane holds equal potential for 
inaccuracy, yet, the subjective and probably unconscious eye considers slight visual 
inaccuracy as a failed imitation.


[As a side note, if a photographic image of Nothing is an image of absence, is this the one 
example of image making that truly imitates its source?]




When faced with a convincing level of photographic visual likeness to the real, (more so 
than with painterly visual likeness, which is often grounded with the textural elements of 
the medium and its support) We tend to overwrite our understanding of nature and of 
reality; allowing emotional attachment to cloud objectivity. 


If, by default, the photographic is illusionary, does that make all photographers conscious 
illusionists? After all, if the camera was chosen above all other visual art forms to capture 
their desired image, then it becomes a conscious decision to capture images of an 
overwhelmingly convincing nature we become blind to the screen, to the surface and the 
ink; choosing to see the real in the absent. Is every photograph an illusion? No; but they 
certainly hold the potential to be seen as such. Some composed images purposefully fool 
the eye, adding a concrete layer atop the mediums’ pre-existing potential for imitation.


If painterly and photographic images behold a duality balanced between objectivity and 
illusionism, what does this mean for artists that create painterly images from 
photographic material?


Creators who use images as a portable reference of reality - regardless of the images’ 
considered level of accuracy - promote the image to hold a status of imitation. Further, 
those working under the principles of Photorealism are consciously imitating an image, 
which in turn is intended to be an exaggerated imitation of reality. Is it considered 
‘Photorealistic’ if the image does not visually reflect our known reality? Must a 
photograph reflect our known corporeality? An imitation of a non-descriptive 
photographic image (is it possible for an image to be non-descriptive? Or can they only 
be non-recognisable? We’re considering Nothing again…) would commonly fail to be 
recognised as beholding photographic qualities as it lacks the visual tethers that mass 
culture requires an image to present. Finalising that visual illusionism is entwined with 
recognition.


With all this considered, how should we consider painterly images that use the 
photographic, not as a passive quasi-reality, but as a self-being referent? Once again, it 
becomes a complex matter of layered subjectivity - if the referent photographic image 
presents visual data recognisable of a known reality, are all successive painterly images 
permanently tethered to potential opinions of illusionism? A painted image, that 
represents an image, that in turn, represents a reality. Does a convincing rendering of 
such an image dissolve all objectivity?


Method of creation is not significant to the final image. An image is an image; virtual 
flatness is all that is expected. The question remains: where, within the realm of 
philosophical paradoxes and subjective naivety, can we find value of an image?


